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PREFACE

This is one of 10 units in a program of Training for Leadership in

Local Educational Improvement Programs. Development of the program was

begun at the Learning Research and Development Center at the University of .

Pittsburgh and has been carried forward at Research for Better Schools in

Philadelphia.

If you have fiiiid-tliTinstructorls-Guide-to_the_program, or Unit 1-

entitled Training_ Program Introduction and General _Study Plan Guide, you

will have sufficient introduction to the nature and purposes of the

training program. If you do not have access to one or both of these items,

the following paragraphs will introduce you to this unit-Elf-thrpNwmv.

This unit was desig9pd for use by anyone holding a position calling

for leadership in planning and conducting local educational change programs.

This means school district leaders - central office administrators, building

principals, curriculum specialists, or teachers involved in change progject

teams. Also it means graduate students in curriculum, administration, or

supervisioa. In addition, curriculum specialists or field personnel of

state education departments or other educational agencies may find the unit

of value in their work with school districts - as in the conduct of workshops

involving local school personnel.

The unit can be studied on a wholly self-instructional basis, or with

an instructor's direction. It requires about 6 to 10 hours of study time.

This unit offer: a general overview of strategies of local educational

change based on an examination of change theory. It is meant as an

introduction to Units 3-10 afthis training program that deal with particular

aspects of local educational change.
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UNIT 2. THEORY AND STRATEGIES OF PLANNED CHANGE IN EDUCATIDN

Introduction

This unit reviews educational theory and its relati,onships to educational..

_practice. It should help you in selecting methods of applying theory to

practical problems in the design and conduct of planned change in education.

Today, despite the great emphasis on research as a means of seeking

solutions to problems in education, it still is true that many educators are

.skeptical-aboUt-theorif-and-as_values_for_our_profession. Generally, our

society recognizes that systematic study is essential for solving great

problems such as crime, pollution, drug addiction, and inflation. Systemat4c

study,-and_thp theory it involves, also tan provide answers to questions in

education such as how'to motivate children to study, how to plan the

instructional program, or how, to build sound school-Community relations.

Some school personnel look at theorists,as people in an ivory tower who

are unaware of, or Unconcerned about, the practical. They say they want

solutions to their problems, not just.more theory. Often we hear ;them say,

Mat's very nice in theolit, but it's not the way things happen in our schools."

A probable reason for such statements is that they result from misconceptions

about what theory is. This unit seeks to help clear up such misconceptions.

This unit treats theory in a general, and at the same time practical,

way. Its purpose is not to survey various theories of planned educational

change since there is an extensive body ofliterature dealing with this topic

to which you can turn. Theory as presented in this unit is tied closely to

strategies that can guide leaders in planning and conducting local educational

change programs.
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After study of.this unit, you should be able to doethe following:

- - Define theory, distinguishing hypotheses from principles or laws

-- Relate theory to practice

r- Define change strategy and explain how it relates to theory'

- - Describe and compare consumer-centered and product-centered change.
strategies

-- Outline the purposes and procedures of field testi4g, demonstration,
dissemination, and marketing educational products

-- Compare pilot-test and total-system strategies of local change

- - Compare authoritarian and participatory change strategies '

- - Discuss the roles of external and internal change specialists

- - Outline the role of.the resource linkage agent in,educational charhé

It is best that you study this unit b:fore study of any of the remaining

, units of this training,program since it offers a general basis for study of

the later units. The theory and strategies covered.in this unit are basic to

the following units:

Unit 3 that presents a general task flow,for designing and conducting
local change programs

Units 4-7 that deal with themes of educational change: individualization,
enquiry or problem solving, personal/social development, and relevance"

Unit 8 that focuses on selecting a local educational change program

Unit 9 that concerns improving the implementation of a locaT educational
program

Unit IQ that deals with spreading the use of an innovative program
throughout a school district

6
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.Unit 2 - 3

Wit Study Plan

Before beginning study of this unit, you should determine how intenSively

you want or need to study each objective. After a careful diagnoSks of your.

needs and present attainments, if you judge that study of some of the unit

objectives is unnecessary, you are free to omit them from your study.

Below is a guide for arriving'at your study plan, either with help from

your instructor (if you have one) or on your own. The guide calls for a

fouk-step procedure: assess your needs to study the unit objectives,

decide how to study them, assess your mastery of the unit objectives after

study of the unit, and evaluate the unit.

Personal assessment of needs to study the.unit. First, turn the pages

of the unit quickly to acquaint yourself with the objectives and their

contents. Twenty minutes should be sufficient for skimming the unit.

Next, perform the Pre:Assessment Exercise that follows to obtain a basis

for estimating your present level of mastery of the unit objectives. The

exercise contains questions giving you the opportunity to review your knowledge

as related to the unit objectives. In doing the Pre-Assessment Exercise, use

it simply as a way of determining,what parts of the unit you need to study.

ft is not expected that you will pass the Pre-Assessment, though you are apt

to find that you can answer some of the ipestiphs adequately before studying

the untt.

Nhqn you have completed the Pre-Assessment Exercise, check your answers

against the Pre-Assessment Exercise Answer Key (at the end of the unit). Keep

in mifid that this exercise is for your use in determining which parts of this

unit will require the bulk of your study time.

7



PRE-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE - UNIT 2

Directions: This pre-assessment has two purposes. It gives you the
opportunity to demonstrate mastery of some unit objectives before studying
the unit, and it orients you to the unit as preparation for studying it.

Feel no obligation to answer a question. It is not expected that you will
necessarily be able to answer any of the questions. However, if you can
give a fully adequate answer to a question on this pre-assessment, you
have no need to study that part of the unit to which the question refers..

Probably you will need no more th6 one-half hour to complete this
exercise. When you complete it, turn to the Pre-Assessment Exercise -
Answer Key at the end of the untt to check your answers. Then turn to the
page following this Pre-Assessmeilt Exercise to continue with your unit
study plan.

Objective 1. Define theory in terms of variables and relationships among
ivariables.

%0

s

1

4-1

*

Objective 2. Define and distinguish hypotheses from principles or laws.

,

-

8
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Uhit 2 - 5

Objective 3. Describe4how theory is related to practice in telDos of
explaining, predicting, aed controlling what happens.

o

,

Abjective 4. Define change strategy and explain how it relates to theory.

Objective 5. Describe and compare eonsumer-centered and product-centered
chafige strategies.

4.
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Objective 6. Describe the,following as aspects of introducing changes in
schools: field ,testing, demonstration, information dissemination,
and marketing.%
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Objective97. Compare pilot-test and total-system strategies for introducing
.. changes in a school district.
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Objective 8. Describe authoritarian and participatory change strategies and

.

.

give.key strenvths and weaknesses of each.
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Unit 2 - 7

Objective 9. YOescrAbe the roles of external and internalichange spcciolists
and giVe key strengths and, weaknesses of each.

;

0

Objective 10.° Outline the role of the resource linkaga agentsin educational ,

chatige.
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Unit 2-- 8

Having completed.the Pre-Assessment Exercise, youjwith your instruotor,,

if you have one) should check your'answers with those given in t e Pre-Assessment

Exercise - Answer KaY at the end of the unit. Coinpare the qual and detail-

of your answers with those offered in the Answer Key. .There is no one right

answer to any of the questions but rather kay points that are required for

an adequate answer, with those points stated in your own words% The Answer

Key probably contains fuller answeri to most of the questions in the exercise

than you can give before studying the unit.

in the following table (next page) you'are asked to check the estimates,

you (and your instructor?) make of your level of mastery of each objective.

Check HIGH if you judge your answer to be right on target and in adequate.

r-

de6il. Check MODERATE if You believe your answer to be good but lacking

some points needed for a fully adequate answer. Check LOW if you find your

answer to be inappropriate or incomplete, or if you did not answer theiquestion.

After checking your level of mastery of each objective, check at the

right whether the objective requirei_merely review, or careful study. It is

not a sound procedure for you to stddy the Answer Kly as a way of learning

answers toitems in the Pre-Assessment Exercise. Instead, you should study th(

unit materials since they are meant to preparesyou to give an adequate answer

based on an understanding derived from reading and practice exercises.

12 (
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Unit 2 - 9

UNIT STUDY PLAN CHECKSHEET

PRESENT
MASTERY REVIEW NEED TO

OBJECTIVE TOPIC Ai M L ONLY STUDY

I. Define theory in terms of variables and
relationships.

2. Define and distinguish hypotheses and
principles or.laws

3. Demonstrate comPetence in relating theony
to practicp using the explain-predict-
contrOl formula

4. Define change strategy and explain how
it relates to theory

5. Describe and compare consumer-centered
and product-centered change strategies

6. Outline the purposes and procedures of
field testing, demonstration, information
dissemination, and marketing in product-

diffusion strategies

7. Compare pilot-testand total-system
strategies for introducing change in
a school district and give advantages
and disadvantages of each

U. . Describe authoritarian and participatory
change strategies and give key strengths

and weaknesses of each

9. Describe and compare the roles of
external and internal change specialists
and give key strengths and weaknesses

.of each.

10. Outline the role of the resource linkage
a agent in educational change

13
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Unit 2 - 10

Study procedure. /n studying the unit, yqu will gain by doing the

objeCtives in the order in which they appear since each part of the unit

assumes a level of understanding based on the previous parts. It is a good

idea to at least skim those,parts of the unit that you judge, on the basis

of the Pre-Assessment Exercise, that you already have mastered.

You may wish to study all or part of .the unit with one or more fellow

students. Your instructor may elect to conduct group sessions either to

introduce the unit, to,review it after your study, or to add further material.

And, or course, you could study the unit entirely independently.

You will note that, under each objective, explanatory material.is given

that is usually supported by illustrations and most often is involved in

exercises you perform. The exercises are either followed immediately by

explanatory materials to help you check and round out your answers, or they

are provided with an Answer Key.

You probably will take about one day to study this unit, depending on

how intensively you need or want to study any or all of its objectives. It

is best to go through the unit in its entirety first, then make plans for

later and more intensive study of any areas of particular interest to you.

Post-assessment. When you complete study of the unit, you.will fd

directions for the Post-Assessment Exercise. Perform the Exercise and check

your answers against those given in the Answer Key. If you fail to show

mastery of any objectives at this time, further study is indicated.

Unit evaluation. At the end of the unit you will find a Unit Evaluation

Form. It will be helpful if you.take a few minutes to complete it and return

it to the address given. This will be an aid in making any revisions of the

unit and in learning who can benefit from study of it.

14



Unit 2 - 11

GENERAL REFERENCES
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Unit 2 - 12

'Objective 1. Define theoilf in terms of variables and relationships.

Theory Is made up of statements of "cause-and-effect" that identify

hypothetical or proven relationships between or among variables. As an example,

consider the following statement:

The larger a stone, the more work is required to lift it.

This statement expresses a relationship of "cause-and-effect" between the

variables of largenss (size) and work (weight). This is an.established

relationship that is accepted to be universally true, provided that the

material making up a stone Is similar in all of the stones tested.

Largeness and work are called variables because they are fctors in the

situation,that can vary in degree along one or more.dimensions. A stone of

any given material can vary in size from small to large as measured by a

ruler or by the,amount of water it displaces. Work also can vary in amount

from little to much as measured, for example, by a balance-beam scale or by

the amount of electric current used.

, In the example, We call size the causal variable and work the effect

variable. (A more sophisticated terminology labels size the independent

variable since this is the variable whose effect is to be measured, and.work

the dependent variable since the amount of work required is dependent on

variations in the size of the stones tested.)

The example given expresses a positive relationship_between the two

variables; the more size, the more work. ,.ome theoretical statements express

negatth relationships: the more this, the less that. For example, the more

carbon dioxide there is in the air, the lower (less) a flame will burn.

16



11.11it 2 - 13

While the heart of theory consists of statements of relationship between

or among variables, two other uses of the word theory need to be understood.

One is its use in the expression a theory or the so-and-so theory. In this,

case, the word theory refers to an organized system of statements about the

relationships among a set of variables. Thus we talk about learning.theory

or personality theory or political theory. Or, more particularly, we talk of

Freudian theory or Marxian theory. The other use of the word theory seeks to

distinguish it from fact. This use is illustrated.by the remark one

frequently hears, "That's true in theory, but not in fact." This is an

erroneous use of the wOrd theory since it Implies that theory always is

contrary to fact. Nothing could be more contrary to fact than such remarks

since theory very often corresponds to fact.

Exercise 1 that follows gives you practice in.identifying causal and

effect variables, and in indicating the direction of relationship, in each

of four statements. When you complete the Worksheet, turn to the Answer Key

on the next page to checkyour answers.

17



Unit 2 - 14

EXERCISE 1 - ORKSHEET

Directions: Examine the following statements and for each write in the
causal variable, the efiect variable, and the direction of the relationship
between the two. When you have completed the worksheet, check your
answers by turning to the Answer Key on the following page.

STATEMENT OF RELATIONSHIP

1

The more oxygen in a room, the
brighter a candle will burn

. CAUSAL

VARIABLE
EFFECT

VARIABLE

.

CIRCLE
DIRECTIM OF
RELATION5RIP

4. -

The more weight a horse
carries, the slower he runs I. -

The more a stud2nt fails, the
lower his self-concept .......

4. -

The more instruction is individ-
ualized, the more students learn

r

+ «

18



Unit 2 - 15

EXERCISE 1 - ANSWER KEY

Explanation: The following are the expected answers in this exercisc. The
particular words chosen in naming the causal and effect variables can vary,
provided that you identify the correct variables.

STATEMENT OF RELATIONSHIP

The more oxygen in a room, the

brighter a candle will burn

CAUSAL'

VARIABLE

oxygen

EFFECT

VARIABLE

-brightnes"S-,

CIRCLE
DIRECTION OF
RELATIONSHIP

-

The more weight a horse
carries, the slower he runs

weight speed -I. ED

The more a student fails, the
lower his self-concept

failure self-concept + 0

The more instruction is individ-
ualized, the more students learn

individ- I

ualization
learning -

I

1 b

r



Unit 2 ..: 16

'Objective 2. Define and distinguish hypotheses and principles or laws.

Statements in theory vary from those lacking any supporting evidence to'

those that are firmly established by massive evidence. Statements toward the

"no evidence" end of the continuum are called hypotheses while those toward the

"ample evidence" end are called principles or, sometimes, rules or laws.

Any theoretical statement, whether hypothesis or principle, is a

9enera1ization since it asserts that the relationship spoken'of is generally

true. Usage of the term "generalization" is inconsistent since many people

use it as synonymous with principle or law while others use it to refer to any

statement on'the relationship between variables, whether hypothesis or

principle. Tile latter usage is the correct one.

An hypothesis assumes a relationship to be true and in that respect is a

guess. However, it should not be a random guess but an educated one in the

sense that there is some rational basis for expecting the relationship to be

true. Suppose, for example, a researcher wishes to determine ways of

improving intergroup attitudes. He may hypothesize-that, if members of two

groups holding hostile attitudes tqumrd each other view a film showing

similar groups relating in a friendly fashion, the attitudes of the viewers

toward members of the other group will become more positive. The assumption `

is that the viewers will someow identify with the filmed presentation and,

through identifying, will adopt changed attitudes. The hypothesis, therefore,

is a reasonable one. However, it will remain a hypothesis until evidence on

it is obtained through testing.

During the past quarter century, many research studies on intergroup

attitudes and relations have been conducted and there is a considerable body

of hypotheses in this field that have been tested and become established

principles. Thus, it has been flund that, if hostile groups can be induced to

4.

20



Unit 2 - 17

work together or play together productively, their general relationships will

usually be improved. Also, it has been found that attitudes toward an

"outgroup" tend.to become more favorable if a prestigeful "ingroup" member

expreSses friendliness toward members of" theother group.

Most principles, including those related to human behavior, are far froi

universally true. They usually refer to tendencies that are strong enough to

be useful in predicting on a percentage basis. Principles enable one to ,

improve on chance, and that is valuable if there is no other" basis for

predicting (or controlling) events. "Sometimes principles involve powerful

causal factors that make predictions almost certain. This, however, is rare

in predict'ing the effects of causal variables on human behavior.

Two important reasons for the failure of a principle to offer a basis

for correctly predicting outcomes require attention. One reason is that many

outcomeS require the simultaneous acfion of two or more variables. Consider
e.

the maxim, you can lead a horse to water but you can't make him drink. Put in

other words, being in the presence of water isn't enough to ensure that a

horse will drink. Another vital causal variable is being thirsty. Multiple

causation also is true of human behavior; rarely is control of one variable

sufficient to ensure any given outcome.

The second reason for the failure of a-princfpleto-hold-up-in a

particular instance is that contingent variables may have entered the

situation to block the expected outcome. Thus, a thirsty horse at the stream

may still fail to drink if there is a wolf eyeing him from the opposite bank.

In education, contingent variables are alwayi operating. A child's learning

may be blocked by a multitude of variables that interfere with the operation

of sound principles of learning. Poor eyesight, a toothache, thoughts of a

baseball game coming up, or fear of failing and of being criticized all may

21



Unitee -.18

work against a child`i applying himself to a task.

Many principles, including principles in education, have been derivO

from a wealth of human experience and are well accepted even though they never

have been formally tested in a research study. Take, tor example, crossiv a

street. The rule we follow, and teach children cu follow, is to look to the

right and the left before starting to cross and to cross only if no cars are

coming either way that are near enough to hit us. Tho principle basic to the

rule is that a failure to look before crossing increases one's chances of beinc

hit. Actually, this rule is continually tested by the fact that a perCentage

of those who fail to follow it are struck by cars that cannot stop in time.

Many maxims or sayings are principles of cause-and-effect derived from

general human experience. Here are three:

A fool and his money are soon parted.

A soft answer turneth away wrath.

A burnt child fears the flame.

Each of these expresses a relationship that holds true well above chance and

properly is considered to be a principle of human behavior.

Distinguishing hypotheses from principles is a complex task since one

needs to know whether the statement of relationship has been tested and what

the evidence says. Also, one needs to know how conclusive the test of the

44

relationship has been in cases where evidence of a definite relaConship.has

been found. Consider, for example, the hypothesis that cigarette smoking tends

to produce lung cancer. Years of research were required to produce the pre-

vailing expert opinion that such a relationship exists, that is, to convert the

hypothesis into a principle. And there still are skeptics who claim that it is

not the cigarette smoking that actually causes cancer but rather %hat

cigarette smokers tend to live in places with high concentration of cancer-

producing substances, or that cigarette smking and cancer ptoneness both are

22
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Unit 2 - 9,

t
caused by a thirdt,unidentified factor.

. Exercite 2Agives iou practice in distinguishing hypotheses from

principles Or laws. With each example, you are asked to give your judgment

as to whether the relationship hai.been estabVshed bY research or everyday

experience, or whether it is simply a reasonable probability that has not
o

-
been established by evidence.

9

6

a
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Unit 2 - 20

EXERCISE 2 - WORKSHEET

Directions: For each of the following statements, give your judgment (by
7a7cking) as to whether it is a principle established by adequate evidence

or an hypothesis that requires testing to determine whether or not it
generally is true. Check your judgments against the Answer Key that gives
another person's judgments that are not necessarily ,the right answers.

1. The more similarAdacher and student backgroubds are, the betier students
learn.

Hypothesis Principle

2. What is learned in one situation transfers to other situations in direct
proportion to similarities In the two situations.

Hypothesis Principle

3. The earlier in life a child is taught to read the better the child will
read in later years.

Hypothesis Principle

4. When whtte and black children attend school together, ractal prejudice
becomes lehs.

Hypothesis Principle 4

5. A person's self-concept becomes more positive as the result of success, or
.approval by others.

Hypothesis

21
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EXERCISE 2 -.ANSWER KEY

Explanation.. The.answers give4 below are not offered as the correct ones but
' merely to help you clarify your understanding of the distinction between

hypotheses and principles. The test is whethercadequate evidence for a
statement is present to make it a principle rather than an hypothesis.

1. The more similar teacher and student backgrounds are, the bette.. students
learn.

titHypothesis Principle

This is a reasonable statement but it hasn't.been sufficiently tested. It

is reasonable that studies would rind that many students learn better under
teachers who have different backgrounds.

2. What is learned in one situation transfers to other situations in direct
proportion to similarities in the two situations.

Hypothesis Principle V/

Research on learning.generally has found this statement to be true.

3. The earlier in life a child is taught to read the better the child will
read in later years.

Hypothesis Vi Princtple

This sounds reasonable but research findings are contradictory. It remains
an hypothesis until further research is done.

4. When white and blaq children attend school together, racial prejudice
becomes less.

Hypothesis Principle

The evidence obtained so far is that merely attending school t'lether
usually does not improve racial attitudes. It is what black and white
students experience in an integrated setting that determines effects on

racial attitudes.

5. A person's self-concept becomes more positive as the result of success, or
approval bY ;Others .

e.,.-

Hypoihesis Principle v

Both the evidence of everyday experience and research findings generally
support this statement as true.
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Objective 3; Demonstrate competence in relating theory to practice using
- the explain-predict-control formula.

*. 0.

All tectinologies depend on applicattons of knowledge of cause-effect

relationships. This is true of engineering, of medicine, of farming, and of

'education. 'Theory, irk-the form of principles stating cause-effect.relationships.,

thus is tile essential basis for practice in any area of endeavor.

The relationship between theory and practice can be, made clear by study
4:r

of the e41ain-imedict-control formula. Principles enable one to explain

phenomena since they identify causal variables that influence outcomes (effeCts).

xample of explanation: These children'are studying harder than before
because the teacher has been praising their

work. /

If one knows principles tpecifying causal factors tending to pmduce certain

effects, and if one knows that those causal factors are in operation,..one can-

predici that those effects will tend to occur,

Example prediction: This teacher has begun praising her sAudents'
work; I predict her students will study harder
than before.

Also, if one knows causal factors that will tend to produce ceetain desired

effects, and if one gaint control of those causal factors and4uts them into

operation, he can control the desired outcomes.

Example of control: I am going to praise my students' work as a
way of inducing them to study harder.

Knowing that praise has good effects on students' performance, and being able

to employ praise, both are required to achieve the desired outcome of getting

students to work harder. Knowledge is power, the saying-goes. It would be

more correct to say that knowledge is power when one puts it to work (applies

it) in achieving practical ends.

26
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In relating theory to practice in education; you should start by

, identifying the outcomes (effects) you wish to achieve ( or improve). For

example, suppose you are called in by an assistant supertntendent of a tchool

district to help plan a system-wide strategy for tmproving students' self-

concepts. A study of the research literature in education would reveal to

you a numbereof itinciples identifying factors contributing to a positive
Qe

self-toncept. A survey of recent educational innovations would reveal to you

a number of practices that apply some of'these principles in'school programs.

"You would then be in a position to advise the school district on the changes

it might introduce with the purpose of improving students' Self-concepts.

At this point, you might be called upon to emproy:your knowledge'2Of

theory and practice in relation to the process of bringing about the program

changes the school system elected to introduce. What principles of change

theory would be applicable to the choice of a strategy the school system could

use in introducing the desired changes? Change theory has a vast literature

and there is no orie theoretical formulation of the change process that is

generally acCepted by-itudents of, the process. The following statements, put
'4

in the form of hpotheses 0 principles, identify causal variables that many

change theorists consider important in achieving effective change programs.

a. User-initiai'ed change programs tend to be more effective than those

initiated by outsideri.
4

b. Change programs tend to be more effective If they originate from
identified needs for change.

c. Change programs that have strong community support tend tt be more
effective than those lacking such support.

d. Change programs tend to be more effective when representativles of the
administration, teachers, parents, and students all play a role in
designing and conducting the programs.

e. Change programs, tend to be more effective when specific plans are
made for implementing them.

27
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f. Feedback data on the implementation of chaiige program features tend
to improve the program's effectiveness.

g. Change programs are more effective if the participants in a program
hold values consistent with those represented in the program.

Putting these hypotheses'or p-rinciples to work in the desigh and conduct

of a change program requires that you seek to bridg any of these (assumed)

causal variables into operation through whatever role you hold in influencing

the schnol system. If, for example, community support is chosen as a Causal

variable to bring under controh.an aspect of planning the.change program

would be to survey community attitudes toward the proposed changes and, if

necessary, to set about to build the desired level of support for the changes

contemplated.

C
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'Objective 4. Define change strategy and explain-how it relates to theory.

Change strategy consists of any general approach or plan of action for

accomplishing desired changes. In setting about to make any sort of change,

various courses of action could be followed. The choice of a particular

course of action should be based on a careful consideration of alternativeS.

The strategy chosen should suit the goals underlying the change effort,

should make effective use of the best available resources, and should be

consistent with established theory and tested practice.

The term change strategy is applicable only when there is careful,

systematic planning in an orderly sequence of goal setting, program design,

and program implementation. Analysis of the needs for change and a search for

alternative soTutions are essential parts of a change strategy. Also factors

in the local situation that would favor or oppose different coursei of action

should be identified and evaluatedin strategic planning.

There is no accepted classification of major categories of change

strategy. A difficulty in arriving at any such classification is that the

strategy adopted for any particular change program ts apt to combine features

drawn from two or more general types of strategy. However, it is useful to

identify a number of types of strategy, as listed below. These types will be

examined in some detail under Objectives 5 - 10.

1. Consumer-centered strategies (based on identified local needs for .

change)

2. Product-centered strategies (focused on spreading the use of products)

3. Authoritarian strategies (requiring compliance to power)

4. Participatory strategies (with all categories of participants sharing
in decision-making and in conducting the change program)

29
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5. Product-diffuston strategtes (Involving field-testing, demonstrations,
.information networks, and adoption networks)

6. Pilot-test strategies (introducing an innovative program within a
district on a limited basis)

7. Total-system strategies (involving an initial system-wide adoption of
an innovative program)

8. Linkage-agent strategies (involving an information agency or agent
that makes knowledge or know-how available to a school district when
requested)

Effective change strategies are based on established principles:of change
P

theory. One formulation of such principles is a set of six guidelines for

creating a strategy-for a change program prepared by the National Training

laboratories (NTL). Each of the six offers a criterion to be satisfied in the

design of a change strategy. The illustration given indicates how each

guideline might be taken into account in determining the strategy used in

setting up and conducting a change program that introduces a nongraded/team

teaching plan in the elementary schools of a school:system. The illustration

assumes that the elementary schools in the system each sets up teams containing

about 100 students served by.the same team of teachers and that students are

tatight on a non-grade-level basis that allows them to advance in a subject at ,,Aiw

whatever rate they can master the material in the curriculum for that subject.

NTL guideline

1. To change'a subsystem or any
part of a subsystem, relevant
aspects of the environment
must also be changed.

2. To change behavior on any level

of a hierarchical organization,
it is necessary to make comple-
mentary and reinforcing changes
in organizational levels above
and below that level.

30

Application of guideline

Introducing team teaching with nongrading
calls for shifting from the one-teacher-per-
classroom pattern and for breaking from the
grade-level curriculum where all students in
the same grade study the same materials.

Since teachers represent the lowest "level of

the school system hierarchy, introducing the
new plan requires changes in the roles of
building principles and central office staff,
particularly curriculum supervisors and
specialists at the district level.
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NTL guideline App)ication of guideline

3. The place to begin change is at
those points in the system where
some stress and strain exists.

4. If thorough-going changes in a
hierarchical structure are
desirable or necessary, change
should ordinarily start with the
policy-making body.

5. Both the formal and informal
organization of an institution
must be considered in planning
any process of change.

6. The effectiveness of planned
change is often directly related
to the degree to which members
at all levels of an instruction-
al hierarchy take part in the
fact-finding and the diagnostng
of needed changes and in formu-
lating and reality-testing
goals and programs of change.

31.

Introducing team teaching with nongrading at
the elementary school level assumes that
there is dissatisfaction at this level that
the new plin promises,to resolve.

Very often, the impetus for change starts
with teachers, principals, or curriculum
coordinators: This guideline says that, if,
the team teaching-nongrading plan is to.be
used..on a system-wide basis, the central
administration needs to be involved early.

Any school system has both a formal organiza-
tional structure and an informal system of
relations among staff members (such as what
occurs in the teachers' room). Before
deciding on the team teaching - nongrading
plan, views of teachers and other staff
members should be sought on an informal
basis to determine how they would view the
change tn terms of their interests.

This guideline says that'any plan to
introduce team teachirg with nongrading
should be worked out by planning teams that
represent central administrators, building
prtnctpals, curriculum coordinators, and
teachers. Also, it makes sense to involve
parents and community representatives in
the process since they can make a contri-
bution to determining what is needed and to
making whatever plan is chosen work.
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Objective 5. Describe and compare consumer-centered and product-centered
change strategies,

rconsumer-centered change strategy begins with the identificatiOn of

local needs for change and then proceeds through the steps in the problem-

.

solving process that are required to fill those needs. Included in the

problem-solving process is the identification, analysis, and evaluation of

educationl products (including procedures and programs) that could meet the

needs in question.

A product-centered change strategy begins with a concern for fostering

the widespread use of particular educational products (procedures, programs).

It is case of a.solution looking for a problem rather than a problem looking

for a solution, as is true of the consumer-centered approach.

Determining whether the strategy of a local change program is consumer-

centered or product-centered usually is simply a matter of finding out whether

the initial impetus,for the program came from someone Identifying a local

need or someone pomoting the use of a product. In both cases, the N someone It

could either have been inside the school system or outside it. Also, the

someone could have been one person or a gi'oup of persons.

The product,.centered approach most often reflects the efforts of some

outside agency.to promote the use of a product with which it is identified.

A publisher, manufacturer, or marketer of educational products employs, or

supports the use of, product-centered strategies. Educational agencies such

as research-and-development (R&D) centers and laboratories normally employ

strategies focused on stimulating the widespread use of products they develop

or that-they are committed to diffusing. Product-centered strategies also

are characteristic of the many projects established with funding from the

federal government or private foundations to develop, test, and promote the

32
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use of such products as ne0 curricula, pr6cedures such as nongrading or team

teaching, or such instructional programs as Individually Prescribed Instruction

(IPI) and open-classroom plans.

The consumer-centered approach most often reflects efforts by personnel

of a school system to improve its instructional program. The initial impetus

may come from within the system (as when achievement test results in reading

or mathematics become known to staff members or to parents), or from outside

(as when consultants from universities are called upon for recommendations or

when state education department officials recommend changes).

Several advantages can be claimed for the consumer-centered over the

product-centered approach. First, there is the likelihood that the product-

centered approach will be dominated by salesmanship and will not be addressed

to meeting crucial.needs of the school 'district. Second, there is the danger

that alternative products with superior qualities for meeting local needs may

not be considered. Third is the likelihood that the criterion of success of

the change strategy will be quantitative evidence on the adoption and continued

use of the product in question rather than qualitative evidence in relation to

meeting needs. A fourth likel3 disadvantage of the product-centered approach

is a failure to involve local personnel sufficiently in planning and

conducting the change program. A needs analysis is probably a sounder way of

getting the commitment of local staff members to a change program. This way

principals and teachers who will be most centrally involved in the change

effort can become motivated to undertake whatever change activities seem

appropriate to meet the needs they have shared in identifying.

Two advantages can be claimed for the product-centered approach. One is

that the motivation of those promoting the product can stimulate a school

district to undertake change activities that are apt to *rove the
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instructional program or supports to that program. The second is that those

promoting the use of a product often offer.expert assistance to local

personnel in choosing a product, preparing to place it in operation, and

installing it.

A strategy that incorporated the advantages of both consumer-centered and

product-centered approaches could be expected to be superior to either taken

alone. Thus, information about new products on the educational market might

stimulate a school system to examine its needs as related to such products.

The results of a needs analysis and a survey of available resources might lead

to the choiceof a p'articular product. At this time the interests of

consumers and representatives would coincide and the tWo could cooperate in

planning and conducting a change program using the product in question. The

essence of this strategy, it should be noted, lies in the fact that the needs

of the school,system are focal, meaning that the consumer reference is

primany, the product reference secondary.

Exercise 3 asks You to offer your criticism of the approach described to

introducing a curriculum and your recommendations for a better change strategy.

3 1
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.

EXERCISE 3 - WORKSHEET

Directions: A simulated account is given you of the process of introducing
--TiiiTiTementary science.curriculum in a school district. The Curriculum

chosen is one of about a dozen new science curricula designed to serve the
same purposes, each distributed by a different developer or publi.sher.
You are asked to offer your criticism of the adoption process, then to
recommend a better way of making changes in the elementary science program
of the'school district. When you finish the Workiheet, turn to the Answer
Key for suggestions on improving your answer.

Illustration

Assume that the elementary curriculum coordinatcr for the Jefkrson
School District attended a convention where she vistted the display of the
Forward'Publishing Company and was shown the outline and materials_for the
Inquiry Curriculum in Elementary Science. The coordinator was iipressed
with the curriculum and inVited the publisher's salesman to visit Jefferson
to exhibit the curriculum. Elementary building principals and the AssiS6nt
Superintendent for Instruction examined the curriculum and, after the
salesman left, decided to propose its adoption to the Superintendent. The
Superintendent approved the proposal and the curriculum was adopted.

Your criticism of this procedure

Your recommendations for a procedure

35
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EXERCISE 3 - ANSWER KEY

Explanation: Below is given another person's answers to the two requiremedts
of the exercise. Use these answers as a basis for checking your answers,
recognizing that there is no one right set of answers.

A criticism of the procedure used by the Jefferson School District

Jefferson used a product-centered approach, rather than beginning with an
analysis of needs for change in the local elementau-science_program.

7

Jefferson did not make comparison of the nature, merits, aud costs
of the Inquiry Curriculum with tliese features of competing new elementary
science programs.

Jefferson did not involve the elementary teachers or their parents in the
process of choosing a new science program.

There is no evidence that Jefferson carefully considered the feasibility .

of successful implementation of the new curriculum: costs, required changes
in teachers' attitudes and training, suitability 'of the goals and materials
for different students, etc.

Recommendations for an imfroveLprocedure

The curriculum coordinator should first bring together building principals
and teacher representatives to examine the current ins&uctional program in
science to identify needs for change.

A task force composed of the curriculum coordinator, some building
principals, and some teachers should next survey various new curricula,
seeking the one that would best meet local needs as well as being feasible
of implementation, taking accoun4 of funds available and needed teacher
training.

'Once a curriculum was selected through this process, district approval for
adoption should be sought.

As part of the adoption process, a specific plan should be made for the
adoption-implementation process.

3 6
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[

Objective 6. Outline the purposes and procedures of field testing,
demonstration, information dissemination, and marketing in

-

, product diffusion strategies.

In product-centered chaoge strategies, a number of subordinate strategies
..

4.

can be employed to promote the diffusion, that.is the widespread utilization,

of a product. It is convenient to specify and interrelate four of these

subordinate strategies--field testing, demonstration, informtion dissemination,

and marketing. Each servcs differeht purposes in thd,diffusion of thejise of

a product; all four have a place in the diffuSion.process; and the oriler of.

their listing above can be defended as the moat appropriate one.

Field testing refers to the process of trying a product in a number of
. .

typet of educational settings for the purpose of making the necessary modifi-

cations-of the product to make it suitable for varyTng use, to achieve

effective implementation of the product in the differentisettings, and

obtaining evidence on its use and effectiviness in these settings. if the

purpose is to have the product used in different parts of the country, in
,

school systems of different types of communities, and in various sorts of,

instructional programs, it is important for field testing to try the product

in one or more school systems representing such differences. Field testing
.,

procedures following the above include identifying local settings repre-

senting the tryout situations desired; analyzing the requirements for intro-

ducing the product in those settings (including modifications needed in the

product, procedures for use in planning the tryout, and procedures needed to

introduce the product in the local setting; monitoring its Implementation,

and obtaining oata on program implementation and outcomes in each location.)

Demonstration means exhibiting the product in use tn one or more
,

1110 ' settings so that schools or school systems considering its adoption can observe

it in action, interview participants about problew of implementation and
,
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their general attitudes toArd the product, and evaluate its outcomes.
a

generally, those interested in the possibility of adopting a product prefer

to see it demonstrated in a situation similar to their own. For this reason,

.

,demonstrations should be,conducted in as many different types of situation

as is feasible with the resources available. Geographical distribution of

demonstration eit3s is important to enable potential users of the product to

. affor0 visiting a demonstration site. Often, a field test site can also be

used as a demonstration site once the field test phase has accomplished.,

effective product implementation. An important function bf a demonstration

site is to provide internship settings for staff members few other schools

or schobl systems that have decided-to adopt the product.

information dissemination about a product is always appropriate, but

becomes especially justified when the product has been successfully field

tested so that evidence of its effective implementation.and out;comeSin..#

different fypes of situation has become available. Many information channels

can be used to disSeminate informatIon about a product--trade publications,

advertising brochures, advertisements in educational journals, and informal

oral or written descriptions. The obligation assumed by anyone who disseminates

such infonmation is to give full and honest'data about it; its purposes and

features, requirements for implementing it (including costs), and its'out-

comes in different settings where tested. Especially valuable are reports by

agencies that give *partial descriptions and comparisons of alternative

products designed to serife the same purposes. An example of such an agency

is Educational Products Information Service (EPIE) in New York City..

?1keting refers to procedures used in matching the consumer's needs with

a given product. The strategy of marketing includes a mechanism for

producing and distributing a product. Beyond this, it includes services to
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adopting.agencies'in thg.form of expert advice on whether.to select the product,

on how to prepare to install it, and on placing it in operation. If marketing

is nationwide, a network of regional offices often is required to provide the

needed local information and assistance.

An important theoretical issue with .

concerns the difference between using as

14;

regard tt,ffective product diffusion ,

a criterion the number bf adoptions
,

of a prOduct versus the number Cf effective adoptians. Effectiveness is

defined in,terms of,appropriateness of the,product to local needs, complete-

n'ess or implementation, and evidence'of significant and desirable outcomes.

Associated with effective implementation are retention of the product in use
.

over an extended period and Spread in itssuse throughout the school system in,*

cases where it was initially adopted on a pilot basis. It is obvious that

effective adoption rather than number of adoptioos.should be the 'Criterion.

In general., especially in the long rug, sourid marketing practicts depend on

satisfiing the consumer's needs rather than merely increasing the vplume of

sales. .

The process of field testing, demonstrationInformation dissemination,

and marketing outlined above has been standard procedure in the p6Auct

development programs conducted during the last decade by Research and

Development Centers and Regional Educational Laboratories funded under the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 with grants from the U. S.

Office of Education and, mlst recently, the National Institute of Education.

A similar procedure has been followed in numerous curriculum development

projects funded by the National Science Foundation, private organizations

- such as the Carnegie Foundation, and other agencies.

It is important to note that such a product-centered approach is

appropriate when a product is being developed. The critical thing is for

the markbting process to give stress to local needs, that is, to become
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'consumer-centered. Disseminattng information about
(

the product widely is

Important to enable potential users to knoNi of its features and availability.

Given such information, it is up to local agencies to determine whether the

product meets their needs and has advantages over competing.products.

1,

40
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.

ectivObje 7. Compire pilot-test and total-system strategies for introducing
change in a school district and give advantages and disadvantages

1

for eash;

Two contrasting strategies for Introducing an innovation into a school

systemiare the kilot-test and the total-system strategies. The pilot-test
,

approach involves installation of a change program on a limited basis in
'

segments of a school system, such as classes, grade levels, subject-matter
.

.

areas, or schools. Thus the Ilse of a new curriculum in elementary mathematics

can be introduced on a pilot basis fh one elementary school of a district, or

a nongraded plan cah'be introduced in one or two schoola and limited to the

teaching of reading and mathematics. The total-system approach, on the other

hand, Involves a system-wide intrOduction of the change program fromithe

beginning, without a prior pilot phase. For example, a school system might

decide to introduce team teaching in.all of its elementary schools as of a
4

given date or it might decide to install a multi-phased, nongraded pldn fn

all of its secondary schools, grades 7-12, as of a given date.

There are no available statistics on the proportion of local Change

programs in which the pilot-test or the total-system strategy is employed.

Certainly the use of the pilot-test approach is very frequent and probably

covers a high percentage of innovations introduced into school districts

except where strong external pressures demand a system-wide Initial change

effort.

Pilot-test approaches rest on the assumption that a limited local test is

a proper way of giving the total school system a good loolC at the innovation

as a basis for deciding whether to widen its use. The pilot-test approach

involves the use of limited resources, a fact that is especially .important in

those most-frequent circumstances where resources in money and personnel are

in short supply. A pilot test enables the school district to initiate the use

41 .
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of an innovation by staff members who desire to adopt it, thus ensuring a test

by people with favorable attitudes toward the innovation and with high

416tivation to implement it. Since a.pilot test requires a school district's

commitment of lesser magnitude then a total-system program, it usually is

easier to get support for it from school board, community, and staff. A

'failure of a pilot test is less catastrophic and less threatening to those

responsible for tt than a total-system project. A pilot-test has the further

advantage of offering one or more demonstration-training sites in case the

school district desires to consider a wider adoption of the program and, if

the decision is made to spread the use of the program, a s,.ting for training

personnel to implement the program.

An important issue in the strategy of pilot testing has to do with the

choice of sites for the pilot test. If sites are selected where the chances

for the success of the program are optimal (because of characteristics of the

parents, students, or staff members involved) there is the danger that

critical problems of.tmplementing the program in less-favorable sites will not

be dealt with. The other limitation of choosing site: on this basis is that

perions representing the staff or the community are apt to be skeptical about

the use of the program in relatively unfavorable sites. A rule to follow in

selecting pilot-test sites is to choose those that fairly represent the school

system as a whole, insofar as this is possible.

Advantages of the totalfsystem initiation of a change program result from

the fact that it involves from the outset all those persons who, with a

pilot-test approach, would later become Involved with the program. Instead

of the program being seen as the product and property of a small part of the

school system (as in the pilot approach) it can be seer as belonging to the

entire district. Thus, those "in" on a program from the outset see it as

"our" program, not "theirs", and are more likely to unite in tmplementing it.
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ObjL

.

ective 8. Describe authoritarian and participatory change strategies
-, and give key strengths and weaknesses of each.

An authoritarian change strategy is one in which decisions to conduct a

change program ari made at an administrative level with little or no participa- .

tion in the decision process by those lower in the school system hierarchy who

will be involved in the program. A participatory change strategy is one in

which decisions about a change program are made jointly by higher and lower

levels of persons who will be tnvolved in the program. An example of the

authoritarian approach is when a school superintendent, after consultatton

with members of the system's administrative staff and school board, decides to

install a nongraded plan for Organizing the elementary schools in the ciseict.

An example of the participatory approach is when a building principal invites

his teachers and parents to study a nongraded plan for organizing instructIin

and to decide with him whether to introduce it. In the planning and decision

process for this appro_ch, the principal would invite members of the district's

central staff to join in, and might also extend an invitation to participate

to the staffs of other elementary schools. Obviously change strategies might

fall somewhere between a fully authoritarian approach and a fully participa-

tnry one. For example, the decision .o conduct a chcinge program might be

made by a central administrator after consultation with the staff members who

would be involved, and after those staff members had expressed the desire to

take part in the progi'am.

Advantages of the authoritarian approach relate mainly ta efficiency in

getting change underway. Thus, where speed is important, decisions at the

administrative level can be made quickly while those involving a participatory

approach normally require considerable time for study and negotiatio, Also,

where there is staff indifference or restctance to introducing change, the
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authoritarian approach may be needed to get something done. Weaknesses of

this type of strategy are that it runs the danger of resulting in-a change

program that does not suit the needs and resources (of the schools where it is.

to be introduced, and that it is apt to obtain only an unwilling acceptance

by its participants. Under such conditions, the program is likely to be

implemented in form but not substance.

Advantages of the participatory strategy relate to the involvement of

different categeries of participants in the planning and decision process.

This involvement may avoid the weaknesses of the authoritarian approach.

Through study and discussion, prospective participants in the change program

have good opportunities to arrive at one that is well suited to the needs

and resources of the school where it will be conducted. Through sharing in

decisions &nut the change program, participants are more apt to feel a

person&l identification with it and be motivated to make it succeed. Weak-

nesses of the participatory method relate to its inefficiency as compared to

the authoritarian approach, and to the fact that efforts at reaching

decisions representing the wishes of different categories of participants may

result in no decision, or in a superficial change program departing hardly at

all from prevailing practices.

Exercise 4 asks you to give your recommendations on who should partici-

pate in planning an approach to reducing,violence in an integrated high school

where racial clashes have been frequent.
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EXERCISE 4 - WORKSHEET

Directions: This exercise asks you to assume that you are advising a school
system on how to go about planning a solution to racial friction and
violence in a recently integrated high school. When you have completed
this Worksheet, turn to the Answer Key to compare your answer with another
person's recommendations, realizing that there is no one right answer.

Rimstone High School has recently been changed from 99 per cent white to
60 per cent white, 33 per cent black, and 7 per cent Puerto Rican. A result
has been constant friction in hallways and on playgrounds between whites and
both blacks and Puerto Ricans, and a number of violent clashes that have
brought in police to maintain order.

What are your recommendations for setting up a task force to work out a
solution to these problems? Who should be on the task force, and who should
be its chairperson?
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EXERCISE 4 - ANSWER KEY

Explanation: The recommendations offered below are based on the assumption
that the task force should be made up of representatives of those who are
involved in or concerned about the racial problems at Rimstone High School,
and that the task force should be led by the person most directly
responsible for the school.

Recommended membership of the task force:

The principal
4

A teacher representing each of the three groups: white, black,
Puerto Rican

A girl and a boy representing each of the.three groups

A parent representing each of the three groups

A school board member

A,guidance counselor

A member of the central administration of the school system

Recommended chairman of the task force:

The high school principal
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Objective 9. Describe and compare the roles of external and internal change
specialists and give key strengths and weaknesses of each.

In change strategies, the roles played by specialists in leadership for

change are'of major importance. A significant factor in the performance of

such.roles is whether the specialty is performed in a pcsition held within a

school system or outside it. An external change specialist holds a position

outside a school system while an internal change speci,aliWise member of a
cm4

school system's staff.

Change leadership Within a school systeth may be provided by a member of

the gdministrative staff--superintendent, associate or assistant superintendent,

or building principal. Also it may be provided by a member of the system's

staff of supervisors or specialisti--curriculum coordinators or supervisors,

school psychologists, project directors, or staff members of a research or

evaluation center. In addition, change leadership often is held by teachers

given special assignments such as that of team leader or project director.

External leadership for local educational change programs can come from

staff member; of state education departments, educational agencies such as

federally-funded research-and-development centers and regional educational

laboratories, or private educational consulting firms. Also, school districts

can obtain consultants from university faculties to offer leadership for

change.

With both internal and external leadership for change, the specialty in

offering such leadership ts very often a part-time role. Thus a school super-

intendent or building principal assumes such leadership as a part of his job.

Only in the larger school distrtcts is one apt to,find consultants with

full-time jobs in change leadership who are employed outside ef school systems

in state education departments, eduCational laboratories, private consulting

47
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firms, or universities.

Whether the change specialist is internal or external to a school system,

the responses of persons to the specialist depend to a considerable extent

on whether they perceive him as having the power to make decisions affecting

the school district. Within a school system, administrators are norially

perceived as having such power, while specialists such as curriculum coordiria-

tors are normally perceived as lacking the direct authority to make decisions

affecting staff members of the system. Outside the school system, representa-

tives of state education departments are apt to be perceived as having

decision-making powers because they represebt the department's power to grant

or withhold licenses or funds. Other external change specialists usually are

perceived as lacking such decisIon,making powers. A consequence of such

differences in authority Is that persons low in a school system's power

hierarchy are likely to participate in'planning a.change program more

willingly and comfortably with a specialist who is perceived as a consultant

or helper rather than an authority figure who has the power to command and to

Punish.

Ronald G. Havelock of the University of Michigan's Center for the Research

Utilization of Scientific Knowledge (CRUSK) has prepared a list of general

differences between internal and external agents for change, with the

differences classified as advantages or disadvantages. The table below has

been derived mainly from his analysis. (The volume from which the ideas in

the table have been drawn is A Guide to Innovation in Education published in

1970 by CRUSK at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.)
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INTERNAL
CHANGE
SPECIALIST

EXTERNAL
CHANGE
SPECIALIST

.

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

He knows the school system

He speaks the district's language

He understands the district norms

He Identifies lith the system's
needs and asptrations

He is a familiar figure in the
district

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

He may lack perspective
..

He may not have the sPecial knowledge
Or skill required ,
He may not have an.adequate power base

He may have to live down his past failures

He may not have independence of movement

,
He usually faces the difftcult task of
redefining his ongoing relationships with
the other members of the system

1.

2.

3.

4.

He starts fresh'

He is in a position to have
perspective

He is independent

He is in a position to bring
in something genuinely new

1.

2.

3.

He is a stranger

He lacks the knowledge of the insider .

He may not care enough

4
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In order to make.best use of the advantages of both positions and to

avoid the problems of both, many experts in this field recommend that a change-

agent team be made up of both internal-and external Persons working cooper-

atively. Tile members of such a team should then maximize the strengths of

\
both internal and external positions while minimizing the weaknesses of eack

.

%A

,

,

I
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Objective 10. Outline the role of the resource linkage agent in educational
change.

An important type of role in leadership for local educational change is

that of providing school systems information about educational products

(materials, procedures, programs) that coul'd meet their needs for change. This

type of role has received several names. Havelock's term is "resource linker.,"

meaning that the role provides for linking the school's sytems needs with -

available resources for meeting those needs. Another term is "education

information consultant." Yet another is "education extension agent." Finally,

the role can be nken by "field consultants" representing state education

departments, regional educational laboratories, universities; private

consulting firms, or other agencies.

Whatever the role title, and whatever the agency employing personnel in

this role, the functions performed are much the same. The job of a resource

linker is to bring to the school district the best information available on

resources that could meet the needs expressed in a Tequest for information.

Sometimes this job is performed by one person. More often, there is an

agency eaploying two or more persons who share the linkage functions.

The linkage role can follow either a product-centered or a consumer-

centered strategy of change. Thus the role of agricultural extension agent,

from which the term education extension agent was derived, involves promoting

the adoption of superior agricultural products and procedures by farmers. In

this respect, the role is product-centered, even though the intent of the role,

is to foster improved agricultural practices, thereby benefiting both farmers

and the general public. Some educational field consultants are product-

centered since their role calls for promoting the adoption of particular

educational products. However, most resource linkers in education are
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consumer-centered, responding to expressed needs of 'client school systems.

Three main functions served by resource linkers should be distinguished.

Onefunction is helping school systems identify their needs for change. For

example, a school district may appeal to in agency for information about

individualized instructional programs at the elementary level. In responding

to this request,,it probably is desirable for _the agency to discuss with

representatives of the school system the particular purposes that the

individualized approaches wouldltem and the resources the system has in

hand for employing such approaches. The function this would accomplish is

6

that of gaining more specific information on the sorts of resources that

would meet the system's needs.

The second functiOn is that of finding and communicating information

about available resources for meeting the needs identified. Various agencies

in education specialize in offering infoTation about resou'rces that match

needs of school districts. A number of educational information centers

exist across the country, often associated with state education departments.

An example is Research and Information Services for Education (RISE).in

Pennsylvania. The following page presents a d.Aption of this agency's

work in providinginfoRnation in response to requests from school districts.r-
The Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE) in New York City makes

information available to school systems in the form of peeiodic published

reports on different types of educational products. The ALERT information

system of the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Deyelopment in

San Francisco offers similar compilations of descriptive information,about

educational products.

The third function is that Of helping school systems make effective use

of the infOmation provided them. Thus you wilt note that RISE offers, among
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LOCAL
DISTRICTS'

WHAT IS ?

Project R.I.S.E. is essentially an educational Information
center devoted to providing educational decision-makets
with relevant informalton drawn from national, state,
regional, and local resources in support of their problems
and concerns. The project operates under the joint
sponsorship of the Montgomery County Intermediate
Unit and Bureau of Planning and Eval.--iion of the
Pennsylvania Depmnient of Education. It is currently

csentaged in the establishment of a statewide educational
'information network.

4:. SERVICES:

Preparation and dissemination of research
information re, orts (teviews of literatule)
Ass is t an e e in program development and
evaluation
Ready refel come services
Training and dissemination activities and
information services
Publication program including occasional papers,
bibliographies, special reports and stateof-theart
papers on specific topics
Computer and manual information letrieval from
such national resources as the ERIC collection
Dissemtnation of ESEA Title Hi activities
Dissemination of prontising educational practices
Dissemination of other state sponsored R&D
activity results such 3S those of the Educational
Development Cemers
Dissemination of setected curriculum materials
such as Learning Activity Packages.

R.I.S.E. IN. ORMATION RESOURCES

Project PURE

Pennsylvania Title Ill program reports
Educa tional Resources information Center (ERIC)

Current index to Journals in Education (CUE)
300 current educational journals

Selected Curneulum Materials
Products of the Regional Educational Labs

National index serviaes

ERIC Clearinghoosts

Cooperative agreements with other informational
agenetes such as Educational Testing Service and
Educational Research Service

STATE-I/NOE OISSEMINATION NETWORK FOR EDUCATION
RESPONSIVE INFORMATION SERVICES

LOCAL OISTMCT IOENTIFIES
PROBLEM AREA -1EEKS HELP
PROM INTERMEDIATE UNIT0

&U.S. 0
RECEIVES MATERIALS
ANO PRESENTS
PACKAGE TO LOCAL
DISTRICT PERSONNEL

No. 00
I.U.3 RESOURCE
UTILIZATION SPECIALIST
CONSULTS MTN 1.0cAL
oissmor PERSONNEL AHO

NEGOTIATES INOUIRY

RISE TRANSMITS
INFORIBASION FILE
(HARD COPY ANWOR
micRoponmi TO RAPS.
INCLUDING

- ABSTRACTS
- JOURNAL ARTICLES
- RESEARCH STUDIES0 EXEMPLARY PROJECTS

(PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
SITE LOCATI,ONS)

- COASULTANT nksouRCES
- BIBLIOGRAPHIES

LOCAt OISTRICT PERSONPIL
1EVIEWSmATERIALS AND

APPLIES FINDINGS TO PROBLEM

TRANSMITS NEGOTIATEO INOUIRY
TO FU.S.E. IN STANDARO FORmAT

113.S.E. CONDUCTS
LIVERATURE SEARCH
AND RE.4.1URCE ANALYSIS

R.I.S.E. LITERATURE SEARCH:

Perhaps the moil important and CO Iainly the most
visible service is the preparation and dissemination of
research informition reports, that is, the end product Of
a literature search. Each match and each moulting report
is individually ladoled to the specific question asked by
a specific client on a specific topic. It is thus in every
sense a responsive service, geared to the client's needs.
Trained storcheis receive alearch request, negotiate with
the client to precisely define his requirements, and then
undertake 3 search of all available resources to lotate
and I etrieve matetial bearing directly on the question at
issue. The result is a package of knowledge in the form
of at tide or book print.outs, bibliographies, abstiacts
and other material. Se-rehes may deal with, for instance,
the structure of the middle school or the ungraded
School or school siudent activism; the task is to come up
with pertinent and reliable data concerning any question
asked about any legitimate educational concern. The
search process can be either manual or computer or
both. Other forms of information dissemination include
ready reference, seleeteil dissemination packages, and
duplicates of original searchei. R.I.S.E. prefers to
pi ovide its products in 'microfiche format but hard Copy
u available at higher cost.

DIE PENNSYLVANIA EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION
NETWORk:

In an effort to make R.I.S.E. responsive information
services available to all educators in the Commonwealth,
a stale-wide network has been established. Two-thirds of
the Common*calth's 29 Intermediate Units have a staff
memlaer trained by RJS.E. in the role of a Resource
Utilization Specialist (RUS). The RUS functions as an
intermediary between the local distliet personnel and
information services available from R.LS.E. Ideally, the
nelwolk will operate in a twoway mode: (a) R.LS.E.
will acquire information from all elements rof *the
educational system in the Commonwealth; (b)
will ptovide responsive information to local districts and
other agencies through the network. A secondary
function of the netwolk will be to provide an additional
avenue for ink...mai needs assessment.activities at local,
regional, and state levels. Future'developments may
Include an expansion ofthe netWork to facilitate
management information, Row and other related
systems. Local districts in nonparlicipating Intermediate
Units, as well as outofstate agencies, may contract
directly with R.I.S.E. for services.
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other services"assistance in program development and evaluation" and training

of local staffs for implersnting changes.

In case you-wish to read further about the resource linker role in

education, an excéllent source is Training for Change Agents by Ronald and

Mary Havelock (Ann ArbOr, Michigan: Center for Research on Utilization of

Scieniific Knowledge, 1973).

Exercise 5 calls upon you to apply xour understanding of the resource
.

linker role by imagining yourself to be filling.this role in rpponding to

a school district's request for informat4n about elementary team teaching

prans.

5 1
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EXERCISE 5 - WORKSHEET

Directions. Assume that you are a staff member of an education information
center and that you have received a request from the Grand School District
fqrAinformation about elementary team teaching programs. Assume also that
,you are not experienced 'With team teaching. Outline below how you might
proceed in dealing with this request under each of the three functions
indicated. When you complete the Worksheet, turn to the Answer Key to
compare your answers with those given,there.

Function 1: Getting more specific data about the school system's needs.

What more would you want to know from the school districebefore pvoceediuy

How 'would you go about getting these specifics about the local needs?

Function 2: Gathering information about team teaching programs

What sorts of information would you wk? ((

, .

Where would_you turn for the information?
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EXERCISE 5 - WORKSHEET (CONT.)

Function 3: Helping the school system make use of the information you provide.

How would you_present the requested information to the school system?

1What sorts'of help would you offer the district in selecting and
implementing team teaching?
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EXERCISE 5 - ANSWER KEY

Ealaration: The followin9 are suggested answers for the exercise that you
can use in checking and rounding out your answers. Obviously there is no
one correct set of answers.

Function 1: Getting more speritic data about the school district's needs

What more would you want to know from the school district before proceeding?

Information about who in the district is interested in team teaching

Information about what the district already knows about team teaching

Information about the number of schools, teachers, grades, etc. that
the district is considering involving

Information about the school district's resources (personnel, money, etc.)
that can be used in implementing team teaching

How would you go about getting these specifics about local needs?

Visit the school district to meet those persons most involved in the
prospective introduction of team teaching

Arrange to meet with a district planning group (central administrators,
building principals, teachers, pareots, ??) to get as specific a
picture as possible of Just what the district wishes to achieve throu0
team teaching, and just what resources it can employ in making the
changes contemplated.

Function 2: Gathering information about team teaching plans

What sorts of information would you seek?

Descriptive information about various elementary team teaching prooram3

Date on where the programs have been introduced, particularly school
systems in the same general geographic area as the Grand School District

Data on training programs that have been employed to prepare staff
members to imolement team teaching

Data on outcomes of team teaching programs: student learning, student
satisfactions, teachers attitudes, parents' attitudes, etc.
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Where would you turn fee the information?

The computerized files of the federal government's Education Resources
Information Center (ERIC)

The Education Index

University professors in elementary education or administration

Educational laboratories known to have programs in team teaching

Books and journal articles describing team teaching programs

Function 3: Helping the school system make use of the information you provide

How would you_present the requested information to the school system?

Offer a summary report of the various team teaching programs identified,
including for each a description of the features, general requirements
for implementing it, cost factors, and evidence on outcomes

Provide an analysis of the ways in which the different programs appear
to match local needs and resources

Present an annotated bibliography for the disti.ict's use in studying the
programs

Provide a list of key resource people who mIght be consulted for help
in planning, implementing, and evaluating a local team teaching program

What sorts of help would you offer the district in selecting and implementing
team teaching?

Offer to meet with the local planning team to help it make use of the
information you provide

Offer help in setting up a staff training program for the program selected

Offer help in preparing an implementation strategy for installing the
program
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POST-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE -'UNIT 6

Directions: This exercise is the same as the Pre-Assessment Exercise which
you completed at the beginning of your study of this unit. Review your
estimates of mastery of the items in the Pre-Assessment Exercise (page 9);
you need to do only those items on the Post-Assessment Exercise which you
judged you did not answer satisfactorily. Then check your answers with
the Pre/Post Assessment Exercise - Answer Key.

Objective 1. Define theory in terms of variables and relationships among
variables.

Objective 2. Define and distinguish hypotheses from principles or laws

5 9
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Objective 3. Describe how theory is related to practice in terms of
explaining, predicting, and controlling what happens.

1

Objective t. Define change strategy and explain how it relates to theory.

..

Objective 5. Describe and compare consumer-centered and product-centered
change strategies.

(30
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'

Objective 6. Describe the following as aspects of introducing changes in
schools: field testing, demonstration, information dissemination,
and marketing. ,

iv O.
I

V

Objective 7. Compare pilot-test and total-system strategies for introducing
changes in a school district.

A

Objective 8. Describe authoritarian and participaiory change strategies and
give key strengths and weaknesses of each.

(3i
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Objective 9. Describe the roles of external and internal change specialists
and give key strengths and weaknesses of each.

Objective 10. Outline the role of the resource linkage agent in educational
change.

4
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PRE- AND POST-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE - ANSWER KEY

Explanation of Answer Key: Rather than giving complete answers to the
questions in the Pre- or Post-Assessment Exercise, this Answer Key offers
you a basis for judging your answers by indicating key points you should

have included. Full answers to the questions will, of course, be found
in the unit contents.

Obj. 1. Define'theory in terms of variables and relationships among
variables.

Theory is made up of statements about regular relationships between or
among variables. Usually such statements are of cause-and-effect where
causal or "independent" variables are distinguished from effect or
"dependent" variables and where the direction of the relationship
(positive, negative) between the variables is indicated.

Obj. 2. Define and distinguish hypotneses from principles'or laws.

Hypotheses are statements of relationships that have not been proven
true. Principles (rules, laws) are statements of relationships that
have been proven to be generally true.

Obj. 3. Describe how theory is related to practice in terms of explaining,
predicting, and contro14ing what happens.

Principles enabfe one to explain phenomena since they point to causal
variables that'account for them.

Principles also provide bases for predicting outcomes since, if causal
factors are known to be in operation, one can predict that certain
outcomes are likely to occur.

Knowing causal factors that tend to produce certain desired outcomes, if
one can place these causal factors in operation, one can exert control
over the outcomes desired.

Obj. 4. Define change strategy and explain how it reldtes to theory.

Change strategy refers to designing systematic plans for identifying and
accomplishing desired changes.

Effective change strategies employ knowledge of prihciples related to

change. Such principles identify causal factors that contribute to
desired results.

6 3
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Obj. 5. Describe and compare consumer-centered and product-centered change
strategies.

Consumer-centered change-strategies begin with identified local needs,
proceed to examine various procedures or products that could meet these
needs, then select and implement hatever seems best suited for meeting
the needs.

Product-centered change strategies are based on the purpose of
promoting the widespread use of a particular product rather than
on the consumer's needs.

In comparing the two types of strcaegies, a key point to make is that
the product-centered approach is apt to produce changes that are not
best suited to local needs. Also, the consumer-centered approach
usually has the advantage of higher local involvement in the whole
process of choosing and Implementing changes.

Obj. 6. Describe the following as aspects of introducing changes in
schools: field testing, demonstration, information dissemination,
and marketing.

In product-centered strategies, these terms refer to different aspects
of the process of introducing a product in schools.

Field testing refers to trying the product in various typs of school
districts. This often means adapting the product to differedt settings,
working out effective rocedures for implementing it, and testing its
suitability for use in the different types of districts.

Demonstration refers to implementing the product in one or more
settings which potential users can visit to judge whether or not they
wish to adopt the product.

Information dissemination refers to telling potential users about the
product through any communication channels - advertising brochures,
'articles, workshop presentations, visits to schools, etc.

Marketing refers to the total process of promoting the use af a product
including publication, advertising, training workshops, sales promotion,
etc.

Obj. 7. Compare pilot-test and total-system strategies for introducing
changes in a school district.

A pilot:test strategy introduces a change program on a limited basis

within a school district as a means of solving local problems of
implountation and as a means of iudging its worth.

A tota1-sy0em strategy involves introducing a change program in all the
schodis or classes in a school district for which it is appropriate.

6
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An advantage of the total-system approach is that it can offer total-system
participation from the beginning in selecting .and planning to implement
changes. Weaknesses can be that it spreads resources too thinly during
the initial phases of the change process, and that it commits full-system
resources to a change program that may prove to be undesirable.

Obj. 8. Describe authoritarian and participatory change strategies and give

key strengths and weaknesses of each.

An authoritarian change strategy in school systems is one where
administrative personnel decide upon a change program and call upon
subordinates to accept and implement it.

A participatory change strategy is one where those who will be involved
in concluding a change program take part in choosing it and in planning

to implement it. The project task force, thus, might consist of
representatives of the central administration, building principals, and
teacher representatives. Parents and students also might be included.

The chief advantage of the authoritarian approach is that it may get
things done in some districts where there is no basis of interest in
change to make the participatory approach work.

The advantages of the participatory approach are that it often provides
a better basis for selecting changes that meet local needs and is more
apt to achieve the sort of involvement of participants that promotes
successful implementation.

Obj. 9. Describe the roles of external and internal change specialists and
give key strengths and weaknesses of each.

External change specialists hold jobs outside a school system. Examples
are field consultants of state education departments, field personnel
of regional educational labs, staff members of educational consulting
firms, and university professors.

Internal change specialists are members of the school system staff who
hold responsibility for leadership in change. Examples are the
superintendent, the associate superintendent for instruction, curriculum
coordinators, building principals, and teachers assigned leadership
roles.

Internal specialists have the advantages of knowing the local situation
and holding authority to initiate changes.

External specialists can be selected to offer expertness not represented
on the school staff. Lacking authority to impose changes, they are apt
to bc seen as less threatening to some participants in a change program
than internal specialists.
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Obj. 10. Outline the role of the resource linkage agent in educational
change.

The resource linkage agent is a person or agency outside the school
system with the role of providing information about educational resources
that can meet needs of the system.

The role of the linkage agent includes helping school districts specify
their needs for change, locating resources suited to the needs, and
communicating specific information about these resources. In addition,
the role includes helping school districts make use of the information
provided in selecting and implementing change programs.

6 6
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Training for Leadership in Local
Educational Improvement Programs

UNIT EVALUATION FORM

Unit 2. Theory and Strategies of Planned Change :n Education

Evaluation by Date

Position Organization

Please give your reactions to this unit by checking and writing in your
opinions and recommendations. Returning this form to Researchlor Better
Schools, 1700 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 (Attention: Glen Heather4)
will help us judge the value of the unit as well as aiding in its revision.

A. Your judgment on the importance of a unit on this topic as trainlng far
leadership in local educational improvement programs.

Check: Very High High Moderate Low Very Low

Your comments:

B. Your judgment of the quality of the introductory section of the unit,

Check: Very High High Moderate Low Very Low

Your comments:

C. Your judgment of the adequacy of the set of unit objectives.

Check: Very High High Moderate Low Very Low

What objectives do ydu recommend omitting? Why?

What objectives do you recommend adding? m,
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i Your comments:
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Unit Eva)uation Form - Con't.

D. Your judgment on the quality of the Unit contents.

Check: Very High High Moderate Low Very Low

Your comments:

E. Your judgment on the quality of the unit exercises.

Check: Very High , High *derate Low Very Low

Your comments:

)

1111/

F. Your judgment on the quality of the unit pre- and post-assessments.

Check: Very Hi§h High Moderate Low Very Low

61 About how many hours did y)u take to complete this unit?

H. How valuable do you judge this unit to be for training each of the followlhg
categories of educational leaders? Please enter the appropriate symbol.
H yighly valuable. M Moderatell valuable. L - Low value

School system central administrators

Building principals

Curriculum coordinators

Field consultants of state education departments

1111

Graduate students in administration or supefvision

Other:


